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Abstract 

With the rapid development of the Internet of Things, big data, cloud computing and other industries, the data center 
network, as the core infrastructure of the computing industry, is becoming increasingly important. Wireless commu-
nication technology is developing rapidly. This paper uses visible light wireless communication technology to build 
a wireless data center network, solving the problems of complex wiring and expansion difficulties in the existing data 
center network.

Aiming at the problems of insufficient spectrum, low bandwidth utilization and large energy consumption 
in the existing wireless data center, this paper adopts the visible light wireless communication technology based 
on LED, and proposes a new wireless data center network structure HCDCN. Firstly, work have been done to analyze 
the feasibility of introducing data centers in this technology, and transform server racks in combination with the char-
acteristics of the technology. Secondly, the construction process of the structure is introduced and a new coding rule 
is proposed. In order to increase the routing efficiency and fault tolerance, the rack top link routing path is added, 
and an efficient routing algorithm is designed. Finally, the aggregate throughput of HCDCN under different scales 
is obtained through experiments, and the network performance of HCDCN structure is compared with that of 
OWCells and Mesh structure. Experiments have proved that HCDCN’s network performance is better than the other 
two structures under the same conditions. The new wireless data center network proposed in this paper has largely 
alleviated the bandwidth shortage of hotspot servers.
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Introduction
The 21st century is an era of great development of data 
and information. Mobile Internet, social network, e-com-
merce, etc. have greatly expanded the boundaries and 
application scope of the Internet, and various data are 
rapidly expanding and expanding [1]. The number of 
Internet applications based on cloud computing and the 

Internet of Things are also increasing rapidly, constantly 
putting new demands on data centers. As the foundation 
of cloud computing [2], data centers can provide power-
ful parallel computing and distributed storage capabilities 
to manage, operate and analyze massive data, and have 
become an indispensable infrastructure for economic 
and social operation, playing a crucial role in the devel-
opment of the digital economy. Data center network [3] 
is a network for connecting massive computing and stor-
age nodes. Its application fields have covered all aspects 
of information development, such as life, military, and 
finance, so the requirements for data centers are also 
increasing.

The traditional wired data center network topology is 
mostly based on tree design, and usually adopts three-
layer structure, such as Fat-Tree [4], VL2 [5], etc. With 
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the increasing demand for the data center network scale, 
the tree-type structure has a higher demand for the upper 
layer switches, which brings high deployment costs and 
complex cabling process when expanding. Subsequently, 
researchers proposed a new wired data center network 
structure based on recursive topology such as DCell [6], 
FiConn [7] and BCube [8]. Although it improves the scal-
ability and fault-tolerance of the network, it still does 
not meet the current transmission requirements of high 
bandwidth and low latency. The scale of the data center 
is huge [9], staff need to spend a lot of time, money, and 
energy in the process of designing, deploying, and main-
taining cables and optical fibers. Moreover, the close 
arrangement of server racks will cause the problems of 
heat dissipation, which will make the management and 
maintenance of servers in the data center more difficult.

In view of these problems in wired data centers, some 
researchers have proposed wireless data center solu-
tions. Static wireless data center structure has a wide 
range of applications in modern society. With the rapid 
development of information technology, the growth 
of data volume and the demand for data processing are 
also increasing. Static wireless data center structure can 
also be used in fields such as cloud computing, big data 
analysis, and artificial intelligence. These fields require a 
large amount of data processing and storage, and static 
wireless data center structure can provide efficient, reli-
able, and secure data processing and storage services, 
thus meeting the needs of modern society for data pro-
cessing and storage. Wireless data center network has 
many advantages, such as high flexibility and simple 
installation. Wireless communication technology has 
no complex wiring problems, and minimizes the cost of 
money and manual maintenance [10]. At present, wire-
less communication technology mainly includes 60GHz 
millimeter wave, free space light and visible light wireless 
communication technology [11, 12]. Many researchers 
have proposed to alleviate congestion by adding wireless 
communication technology to the large data center net-
work [13–17], but these solutions have some disadvan-
tages, such as over-dependence on the ceiling, the need 
for accurate alignment of signal receiving devices, and 
poor penetration ability. These shortcomings will affect 
the development of wireless data centers.

Aiming at the problems of existing millimeter wave 
and space laser wireless technology wireless data cent-
ers such as difficult expansion, insufficient spectrum, low 
bandwidth utilization, harm to human health, and high 
energy consumption, this paper proposes a wireless data 
center network topology based on LED visible light wire-
less communication technology [18–20], which uses VLC 
links to build a complete wireless data center network 
structure at the rack level. The proposal of this structure 

is of great significance for the large-scale development 
of data centers, and provides ideas for the subsequent 
design of data center network architecture and routing. 
Its contributions are as follows:

♦ Combined with the characteristics of low power 
consumption, long life and large bandwidth of VLC, 
the server rack is transformed into a regular hexahe-
dron, making it more suitable for the data center net-
work structure of visible light communication. The 
design and proposal of the rack solves the problem of 
mutual interference between optical paths and pro-
vides new ideas for the design of wireless data cent-
ers.
♦ The construction method and coding rules of 
HCDCN topology are given. According to this 
method to build the data center, the rack can be 
expanded according to a honeycomb structure, 
which not only ensures signal transmission quality 
and heat radiation requirements, but also effectively 
reduces network diameter. The novel wireless data 
center network topology HCDCN proposed in this 
paper provided a new method for data center struc-
tural design.
♦ According to the characteristics of HCDCN struc-
ture, the HRA routing algorithm is designed. The 
algorithm can calculate the most suitable data trans-
mission path in advance, effectively reduce the con-
gestion and delay in the data transmission process, 
and improve the connectivity of the data center 
network structure. The design of HCDCN structure 
provided ideas for the design of data center network 
routing.

This paper is set as follows. Chapter  2 discusses the 
existing technology and application. Chapter 3 proposes 
the construction rules and routing design of HCDCN. 
Chapter 4 analyzes the properties of HCDCN structure, 
and then carries out experimental simulation to evaluate 
its performance. Chapter 5 draws a conclusion.

Related work
With the development of wireless communication tech-
nology, more and more researchers have constructed 
data centers based on wireless technology. At present, 
the most common wireless communication technologies 
include millimeter wave communication technology, vis-
ible light communication technology, and so on. How-
ever, these data centers have some problems in terms of 
structural expansion and data transmission efficiency. 
The advantages and disadvantages of these structures will 
be described below.
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In [13], Shihada et al. proposed a wireless data center 
network structure based on 60GHz millimeter wave 
technology. In the paper, the server is arranged in a 
cylindrical rack, which is convenient to establish com-
munication channels between racks and form a dense 
connected grid. Each server’s network card is replaced 
with Y-Switch, and the data exchange structure is aggre-
gated to the server node so as to achieve the purpose of 
tight connection between server nodes and supporting 
fault recovery. This structure realizes wireless full con-
nection, greatly reducing the complexity of wiring, and 
saving labor and money. However, the 60GHz millimeter 
wave wireless signal will decay rapidly with the increase 
of transmission distance. The extremely small obstacles 
encountered in the transmission process will also affect 
the signal transmission, resulting in network instability, 
high equipment cost and low security.

Qin [21] et al. proposed a novel VLC enabled Wireless 
Small-World Data Center (WSWDC). It employs VLC 
links to achieve a fully wireless connectivity between 
racks for the first time, and thus reducing hardware 
investment, as well as maintenance cost. They first use 
regular VLC links to interconnect racks as a regular grid 
data center network and optimize the rack placement to 
shorten the average path length and the network diam-
eter. To further exploit the benefits of VLC links, a few 
random VLC links are introduced to update the wireless 
grid data center network as a wireless small-world data 
center network. Although it is beneficial to introduce 
wireless transmission into data center network, there 
are still many problems, including media access control 
coordination of directional transmission, multi-path 
routing, etc. These topics need to be further studied to 
improve the feasibility and efficiency of wireless data 
center network.

In [22], Cao et  al. proposed wireless data center net-
work as one of the next generation network technologies 
for data centers, which has important research signifi-
cance. Through image processing, they established a 
radio propagation model based on a heat map. By con-
sidering objectives of coverage, propagation intensity and 
interference intensity as well as the constraint of connec-
tivity, they formulated the topology optimization prob-
lem as a multi-objective optimization problem. However, 
this paper mainly focuses on how to reduce interference 
between wireless beams while neglecting how to improve 
wireless connectivity, which may lead to a decrease in 
overall performance of a wireless data center network 
structure.

In [23], Chen et  al. proposed a wireless data center 
network structure called Graphite. The Graphite struc-
ture introduces a device with lifting and rotating arms 
that enables direct wireless communication between 

data center rack pairs by lifting the antenna to differ-
ent heights and rotating it in the appropriate direction. 
This structure ensures the smoothness of wireless com-
munication links within the structure by increasing the 
connectivity and average point degree between racks. 
However, this structure has a very obvious flaw, which 
is that when the racks in the topology structure are 
placed and the horn antennas are adjusted for height and 
direction. If you want to expand the Graphite structure, 
you need to reconfigure the height and direction of all 
antennas in the structure. The process of redeployment 
requires a significant amount of manpower and financial 
re-sources, and can also lead to a decrease in the flexibil-
ity of the entire network.

The above structures are all designed based on wireless 
communication technology. The wireless transmitter is 
placed on the top of the rack to build wireless data trans-
mission links to increase network connectivity and ensure 
smooth operation of the data center network. However, 
these structures do not consider the issue of expansion. 
When the network topology is completed, if you want 
to expand, the entire network needs to be rebuilt, which 
consumes a lot of manpower and money, and will greatly 
reduce the flexibility of the entire network. Wireless data 
center network topology HCDCN proposed in this paper 
fully considers these issues and combines the character-
istics of visible light wireless communication technology 
to transform the rack. This structure can expand the net-
work topology according to requirements without chang-
ing the existing structural foundation, which greatly 
reduces the investment of manpower and money. The 
new wireless data center network proposed in this paper 
has largely alleviated the bandwidth shortage of hot serv-
ers in large traffic data centers.

Construction rules and routing design of HCDCN
This chapter shows a wireless data center network topol-
ogy based on LED visible light communication. Com-
bined with the technical characteristics to transform the 
server rack, the physical model construction process of 
HCDCN is represented. In order to realize the intercon-
nection of all racks, new coding rules are defined in this 
chapter.

Physical model
In the construction process, HCDCN is designed as a 
static wireless structure. It is not necessary to adjust the 
transceiver and link with the help of complex centralized 
control mechanism to achieve the purpose of plug and 
play.

In order to make visible light communication more 
suitable for introducing into the data center net-
work structure, the traditional server rack needs to be 
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transformed. Firstly, by installing LED communication 
transceiver on the side of each server rack, and then 
increasing the number of ports in the server rack to 
improve the routing efficiency by increasing the num-
ber of wireless links. In HCDCN, the optical path cannot 
be changed, so if you want to establish an anti-jamming 
communication path between the server racks, you need 
to make sure that the transceivers of the destination rack 
and the source rack can fully match each other.

VLCcube [24] is the first data center network using 
VLC link. In VLCcube, the traditional cube server rack 
is used. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the entry and exit degrees 
of each node are 4. With the increase of the number of 
faces, the degree of nodes will also increase, which is con-
venient to improve the routing efficiency. However, in 
practical applications, only regular hexahedron is most 
suitable for VLC communication, as shown below.

The biggest disadvantage of VLC communication 
is the mutual interference between optical paths, fol-
lowed by the impact of the distance between transceiv-
ers on the data transmission rate. As the red links in the 
regular octahedron interfere with each other due to their 
crossing, they would become invalid links. Therefore, 
the number of adjacent nodes that can be communi-
cated by each node in the regular octahedron is 4, and 
the entry and exit degrees of nodes are also 4. The maxi-
mum transmission rate that a single LED can provide is 
related to the distance. At a distance within 1m, a single 
module of VLC wireless link can transmit at a speed of 
more than 20Mb/s in a short distance. Therefore, under 
the condition that the optical paths do not interfere with 
each other and the LED transmission efficiency could be 
guaranteed, the regular hexahedron is the most suitable 
for VLC link deployment. When the regular hexagonal 
server rack cluster is deployed, the distance between the 
racks should be minimized to achieve maximum trans-
mission efficiency.

Topology construction and coding rules
The HCDCN structure is gradually expanded from a reg-
ular hexahedron. The first layer is a regular hexahedron, 
which could be expanded once to seven regular hexahe-
drons. The six regular hexahedrons in the second layer 
have one side corresponding to one side of the first regu-
lar hexahedron. By extending in this way, the racks can be 
connected to form a similar honeycomb structure. Each 
rack is called  HCDCN0 as a structural unit of HCDCN, 
and  HCDCN0 is used as a basic block for layer-by-layer 
expansion. Each port of  HCDCN0 rack is numbered 
clockwise, and a rack is placed every 60° of rotation. The 
port number of the corresponding rack is fixed, which is 
1 and 4, 2 and 5, 3 and 6 corresponding to each other.

The structure is represented by HCDCN(n,m), where 
n represents the number of expanded layers and m rep-
resents the number of  HCDCN0 added at the outermost 
layer. And the number of server racks could be calcu-
lated according to the formula “S = 3n(n + 1) + 1 + m”. 
When the number of outermost  HCDCN0 is 6n, it means 
that the outermost rack is full, the number of server 
racks is S = 3(n2 + n) + 1.  HCDCN1 is composed of 7 
 HCDCN0. When layers are full,  HCDCNn is composed of 
3(n2 + n) + 1  HCDCN0. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of 
the structure when the number of extended layers is 0,1 
and 2 respectively.

Each rack of the HCDCN structure is regarded as a 
node with 6 ports, which is connected with the other 6 
adjacent nodes through LED wireless links to form a 
complete network diagram. It can be seen from Fig.  2 
that HCDCN has hierarchy and self-similarity. In order 
to facilitate counting, new nodes are added clockwise 
from the first port on the upper left.

The node coding is represented by the address array 
qnqn-1…q1q0, where n is the number of extended layers, 
at this time, qn = n, qnqn-1…q1q0 is expanded by qn-1…q1, 
that is, the rack directly connected to qn-1…q1. And q0 

Fig. 1 VLC link diagram for regular tetrahedron, regular hexahedron, and regular octahedron racks
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represents the number of the clockwise count of the 
upper rack directly connected to qn-1…q1.

Figure 3 shows  HCDCN3(3,3) topology and some node 
codes. It can be seen that the node code of the higher layer 
is determined by the node code of the lower layer which is 
directly connected with it. For example, the rack 3,210,011 
is extended from the rack 21,001. The first significant digit 
represents the number of layers to which it belongs, and 
the last digit show that it’s the first expanded rack of the 
rack 21,001. This can determined the logical location of 
each node and the rack code directly connected to it.

Wireless link construction and optimization
In order to improve the connectivity of HCDCN net-
work, reduce the network diameter and increase 
the routing efficiency, two kinds of wireless links of 
HCDCN network are designed: regular link and rack 
top link. Regular link refers to the link established 
between LED transceivers installed on the side of the 
rack, as shown in Fig.  4(a). Rack top link refers to the 

Fig. 2 It’s a schematic diagram of the structure when the number of extended layers is 0,1 and 2 respectively

Fig. 3 HCDCN3(3,3) topological structure diagram and partial coding

Fig. 4 Two link diagrams of VLC, which are rack side regular link and rack top link
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link established by installing LED wireless transceiver 
on the top of the rack, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The trans-
ceivers of regular links are installed at the same loca-
tion on each side of the rack, the non-intersecting 
paired rack top links are installed at the same layer, and 
the cross-linked rack top links are installed at differ-
ent layers to avoid link interference. The rack top link 
placement method is described in detail below.

In the VLC wireless communication link, there 
are two adverse factors: (1) If the LED optical path is 
blocked, it will not be able to communicate; (2) The 
transmission rate will decrease with the increase 
of communication distance. In order to minimize 
the impact of these two factors, the rack should be 
expanded fully in accordance with the circular hon-
eycomb structure. In order to ensure the signal trans-
mission quality and meet requirements of the heat 
dissipation, the distance between adjacent racks should 
be set as 1m.

The rack top link directly connects some node pairs 
that are separated by multiple hops, in order to route 
more effectively, some rules and conditions are intro-
duced when constructing the rack top link. First, each 
rack node can be represented by a coordinate in the 
Cartesian coordinate system. Each rack is assigned 
an identifier, and the racks in row i and column j in 
HCDCN are represented as rij. As shown in Fig.  5, a 
rectangular coordinate system is established, and the 
rack corresponds to one coordinate in turn, which also 
paves the way for the design of the following routing 
algorithms.

The transceiver of rack top link is installed on the top of 
the rack, and Fig. 4(b) is the top view of the rack top link. 
The rack top link, as a communication shortcut between 
two racks with relatively long distance, greatly reduces 
the network delay and network diameter, and increases 
the degree of nodes. In actual deployment, in order to 
reduce the interference between optical paths and con-
trol costs, only one additional LED transceiver is intro-
duced above each rack, making the degree of each rack 
increase by 1. For a network with a rack size of M, the 
total number of rack top links is M/2.

Installing rack top links according to certain rules 
could shorten the average path length and improving 
routing efficiency. The construction of rack top links is 
completely random in theory. However, we introduce 
certain rules to make it applicable to honeycomb wireless 
data centers based on visible light communication. Tak-
ing  HCDCN2(2,12) as an example, it is illustrated in com-
bination with Fig. 6.

The first criterion for rack top link design is: set the 
length of all regular links as 1, and then introduce the 
Manhattan distance applicable to this structure:

In the coordinate system, (xi,yi) and (xj,yj) are used to 
represent the positions of two racks, and each rack pair 
in the network structure is assigned a value proportional 
to the square of dM(x,y) according to the formula. This 
value is normalized to interval (0,1), which can represent 
the probability of two racks establishing wireless links. 
Based on this probability, the rack top link with efficient 
routing can be constructed.

(1)
dM x,y = yi − yj +

1

2
xi − yi − yj − xj − xj

Fig. 5 Two-dimensional HCDCN in plane coordinate system Fig. 6 Wireless rack top link diagram of  HCDCN2(2,12)
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Theorem 3.1 dM(x,y) is the Manhattan distance between 
(xi,yi) and (xj,yj). The larger dM(x,y) is, the more efficient 
routing is for establishing random links between these 
two nodes.

Proof The Manhattan distance dM(x,y) in this struc-
ture is the shortest distance transmitted between two 
nodes through regular links. The larger the dM(x,y) is, the 
longer the communication delay between the two nodes. 
Therefore, the larger x and y of the dM(x,y) is, the better 
the improvement of the network performance will be 
by establishing the rack top link between the two nodes. 
Here is an example.

For example, in Fig. 5, the Manhattan distance between 
(4,7) and (4,5) is |5–7|+ 1

2
|7–2-5|= 2, and that between 

(4,7) and (5,4) is |4–7|+ 1
2
|7–3-5|= 3. Therefore, the prob-

ability of establishing wireless links between racks (4,7) 
and (5,4) is higher.

The improved Manhattan distance between two arbitrary 
nodes is the number of hops for communication through 
regular links. Therefore, the larger Manhattan distance 
means that, establishing rack top link between the two 
nodes will greatly shorten the routing time and network 
delay.

The second criterion for rack top link design is: The links 
should be designed in the same direction as far as pos-
sible to avoid blocking and interference between optical 
paths. The rack top link usually spans multiple racks to 
establish the link, which will cause the optical path to 
block or cross. Because the light source based on LED 
visible light communication cannot concentrate energy 
as the laser, its directivity cannot be guaranteed to trans-
mit in a strictly straight line, and the optical path will 
gradually widen. Furthermore, the LED transceiver has 
high sensitivity, which cannot distinguish interference 
signal from the source signal. Therefore, the rack top link 
transceiver should be installed in the same direction as 
far as possible, and adjusted to different heights in case 
of optical path crossing. Figure 6 shows the wireless rack 
top link diagram of  HCDCN2(2,12).

The distance limit of VLC transmitter should be con-
sidered when the rack top link is actually deployed. If 
the distance between the two racks is farther, the prob-
ability of establishing rack top link for communication is 
greater. These rack top links can reduce the path length 
of network routing and shorten the network diameter. 
However, the transmission distance based on LED visible 
light communication is limited. Within 10m, VLC links 
can communicate at a transmission rate of 10Gbps, and 

the transmission rate beyond this distance will be greatly 
reduced.

Therefore, the length of the rack top link should be lim-
ited. In order to ensure that the length of rack top link 
cannot exceed 10m, the Euclidean distance between rack 
pairs should be calculated first. For the rack pair with 
Euclidean distance greater than 10m, its Manhattan dis-
tance will not be calculated, and directly set its prob-
ability value to 0. If the Euclidean distance between two 
adjacent racks is L, a pair of racks (xi,yi) and (xj,yj) con-
nected through the rack top link must follow the follow-
ing formula:

Routing algorithm design
Routing strategy is one of the important parts of design-
ing the network structure. It is necessary to consider the 
construction of the optimal transmission path for data 
transmission between different nodes, and also to avoid 
interference between adjacent wireless links. In this sec-
tion, two routing schemes of HCDCN structure are 
mainly studied. One is the routing algorithm with only 
regular links, and the other is the efficient routing algo-
rithm with the rack top link.

Regular link routing algorithm As shown in Fig. 5, the 
racks in row i and column j in HCDCN are represented 
as rij. The identifier can enable the rack to obtain the rela-
tive position of any destination rack, and easily obtain the 
routing path to the destination rack along the regular link.

In this wireless data center, the weight value between 
adjacent racks is regarded as 1, and the weight value of 
each path is the same. In this case, it will greatly increase 
the unnecessary complexity to go through each node in 
depth search. This section designs an algorithm based on 
Manhattan distance to reduce the calculation cost.

This section proposes a new multicast routing algo-
rithm, which can determine the next hop based on 
the identifiers of the source and destination rack. 
Suppose the current position of a packet is rS and the 
destination rack is rD. When the source and destina-
tion node are not adjacent, data transmission can only 
be performed through the intermediate node. There 
are a maximum of 5 racks connected to rS through 
VLC links, and a maximum of 5 wireless links. After 
traversing, 5 adjacent racks are obtained, and the 
Manhattan distances L from the 5 racks to rD are cal-
culated respectively. The smallest L is put into the 

(2)10
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≥
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√

√

√
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intermediate node set rn{} as the intermediate node, 
then use it as the source node and repeat the above 
steps until L = 1. The algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 1. Regular link routing algorithm

For example, in Fig.  5, when rS(4,1) sends data to 
rD(7,4), Path = L− 1 =

√

1

2
(7-4)2+(4-1)2-1=2.674=3 . The data 

from (4,1) to (7,4) needs to pass through intermediate 
nodes, path is 3 hops.

HRA routing algorithm Compared with the regular 
routing algorithm, adding the rack top link will greatly 
reduce the routing time and network delay. After adding 
the rack top link, it is necessary to evaluate whether the 
number of hops from the source node to the destination 
node through the rack top link is less than that through 
the regular link, or the effect of selecting the rack top link 
at a certain hop is better. According to the unique proper-
ties of the structure, an algorithm based on breadth-first 
search for the shortest path is proposed (HRA, HCDCN 
routing algorithm). The algorithm is as follows:

The rack top link can shorten the distance between 
two racks with Manhattan distance of 3, that is, 3 hops 
can be reduced by transmitting information through 

the rack top link. In all racks with a path length of no 
more than 3 hops to rij, find a rack to make the Man-
hattan distance between it and rmn, plus the shortest 
distance between it to rij. Their minimum sum, serves 
as a node on the path from rij to rmn. Then rij forwards 
the packet to the node along the shortest path. In order 
to implement the three-step greedy routing algorithm, 
each rack maintaining a routing table to record the 
nodes can be reached within 3 hops. Each entry in 
the table represents a rack, including its identifier, the 
shortest path to the current rack, and the length of the 
path. The algorithm needs to calculate the Manhattan 
distance d between these racks and rn respectively. The 
rack with the shortest Manhattan distance from rj will 
be selected as the next hop routing node of the packet. 
Among the racks connected to rj through regular links, 
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there are always racks that are closer than the distance 
from rj to rn, and the rack top link can significantly 
shorten the path length in 1 hop.

Algorithm 2. HRA routing algorithm

As above, for example, in  Fig.  5, when rS(4,1) sends 
data to rD(11,2), Path = L− 1 =

√

1

2
(11-4)2+(2-1)2-1=4.049=4 . 

The data from (4,1) to (11.,2), path is 4 hops.

Analysis of experimental results
In this chapter, HCDCN is experimentally compared 
with Mesh [25] and OWCells [26]. Mesh structure is 
one of the most popular data center network topolo-
gies. In the regular mesh topology, each node in the 
network is connected with two neighbors in each 
dimension. OWCells structure uses optical wireless 
communication to connect racks arranged in regu-
lar polygon topology, and uses rack units arranged in 
regular polygons as basic blocks to build data center 
network. This section uses the network simulation 
software OPNET Modeler 14.5 to realize these three 
structures.

In the experiment in this section, the source server 
and destination server are randomly selected and 
mapped to the corresponding ToR. Only inter-rack 
traffic of servers is considered, because intra-rack traf-
fic will not pass through the links in the topology. Set 
the distance between two adjacent racks to 1m, and set 
the unified transmission bandwidth of each VLC link 
to 10Gbps. The delay time of optical circuit switching 
is assumed to be 1ms. The following is a performance 

comparison of the three structures, including character-
istics of the topology, complexity of routing algorithms, 
and network performance.

Performance analysis
Theorem 4.1
HCDCN is represented by C(M,N,S), where M is the 
number of racks, N is the number of extended layers, and 
S is the number of servers in each rack. The relationship 
between the number of expansion layers and the number 
of racks is M = 3N(N + 1) + 1, and the number of servers 
is M × S。

Proof As shown in Fig.  5, each rack is regarded as a 
node, when N = 0, M = 1; N = 1, M = 7; N = 2, M = 19; 
N = 3, M = 37. We can deduce the general term formula 
of M as M = 3N(N + 1) + 1. The number of servers in each 
rack is uniform, so the number of servers is M × S。

Theorem 4.2
The network diameter of HCDCN structure is d = 2N + 3.

Proof Network diameter refers to the maximum 
value of the shortest path between any pair of servers 
in the network. According to the construction process 
of HCDCN structure, the network diameter is deter-
mined by two servers located in different layers, and 
is only related to the number of layers N of HCDCN. 
In an N-layer HCDCN structure, the maximum dis-
tance between any two nodes in the same layer is N + 1, 
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and different layers are connected in a complete graph. 
Therefore, the maximum value of the shortest path 
between any pair of servers in the NCDCN structure is 
2(N + 1) + 1.

Theorem 4.3
The number of server rack ports in the HCDCN struc-
ture is always 7.

Proof The number of server ports in the HCDCN 
structure will not increase with its expansion, but a fixed 
constant. When expanding the server-centric network 
structure, the server needs to be upgraded continu-
ously, which will greatly increase the cost, and the scal-
ability will also be limited by the number of server ports. 
Although the number of server ports in some topologies 
is also fixed, there are fewer links between the structures, 
resulting in poor fault tolerance. The HCDCN structure 
increases the routing efficiency and fault tolerance of the 
structure by increasing the links between the servers.

Theorem 4.4
The equal bandwidth of HCDCN structure is 
BWD = (n + 2)2/4.

Proof The bisection bandwidth refers to the minimum 
number of edges along the cut when a network is divided 
into two equal parts. The greater the bisection bandwidth 
is, the better the stability of the network structure will be. 
As an important index to evaluate network performance, 
bisection bandwidth is mainly used to reflect the stability of 
network topology, which is marked as BWnum. The node set 
G of topology T is divided into two subsets and G1 and G2. 
When the following conditions are met, the network struc-
ture T is divided equally: (1)|G1 ∩ G2|= 0, (2)|G1 ∪ G2|= G, 
(3)||G1|-|G2||≤ 1. For a complete graph with N nodes, the 
calculation of bisection bandwidth can be divided into 
two cases: when N is even, BW = N2/4, and when N is odd, 
BW = (N2-1)/4. According to the construction rules of the 
HCDCN structure, each rack can be regarded as a node, 
and the interior of the rack can be regarded as a whole. In 
this way, the whole structure can be regarded as a complete 
graph, which is convenient to calculate the HCDCN struc-
ture using the bisection bandwidth calculation method of 
the complete graph. It can be seen from the previous that 
the HCDCN structure is a cluster that is expanded accord-
ing to the number of layers. Considering the definition of 
bisection bandwidth, we choose to cut off the connection 
between different layers. The bisection bandwidth of the 
HCDCN structure can be calculated by the complete graph 
method. When it expands one layer, the bisection band-
width increases by 2, that is, BWD = (n + 2)2/4, and n is the 
number of extended layers.

Theorem 4.5
The space utilization of HCDCN structure is W=

M
S =1.32 . 

M is the number of server racks, and S is the floor area.

Proof For convenience of statistics, we calculate the 
HCDCN space utilization rate within 100m2. In order to 
ensure the bandwidth rate and routing efficiency in the 
actual deployment, the distance between adjacent racks 
is set to 1m. According to Fig.  5, the distance between 
each column of nodes is 1m, and the distance between 
each row of nodes is 

√
3
2
m . Therefore, a maximum of 132 

server racks can be placed per 100m2. The space utiliza-
tion rate of HCDCN structure is 1.32.

Topological property evaluation
HCDCN has a parametric design space. Increasing the 
number of servers in each rack will lead to vertical expan-
sion, so the number of layers N of HCDCN topology can 
be reduced without changing the total number of serv-
ers, because fewer racks are required. On the other hand, 
reducing the number of servers per rack means that more 
racks (horizontal expansion) are needed to achieve the 
required data center network size. In this experiment, 
the influence of vertical and horizontal expansion of 
HCDCN on its performance was studied.

Adjust the number of servers in each rack from 15 to 
30, with each increase of 5. Figure  7 describes the net-
work performance of HCDCN in 4 different scales. 
With the fixed size of traffic scale, the performance of 
HCDCN decreases as the number of servers in each 
rack increases. The results are the same for the 4 differ-
ent sizes of HCDCN, but the overall flow increases with 
the growth of size. Throughput represents the number of 
successful data transfers per unit of time. Under differ-
ent traffic scales, the average throughput of the HCDCN 
structure increases with increasing traffic, indicating bet-
ter performance of the structure.

Average path length
This section compares the average path length of 
HCDCN with Mesh and OWCells. The average path 
length is the average length of the shortest path between 
all node pairs. We choose Dijkstra algorithm to deter-
mine the shortest path length from each node to all other 
nodes, and calculate the average length of all paths, and 
compare with the HRA routing algorithm proposed in 
this paper. Figure 8 shows the shortest path length under 
different network sizes.

It can be concluded from the experiment that the average 
path length of the network structure increases linearly with 
the growth of the network size. In all network sizes, the 
shortest path length of HCDCN is shorter than Mesh, with 
an average reduction of about 68%. Moreover, the average 
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path length of the HCDCN structure under the HRA algo-
rithm is 9% lower than that of Dijkstra. The average path 
length represents the average distance between any two 
nodes, and the smaller average path length indicates a more 
stable network. As shown in Figure  9, the average path 
length under the HRA algorithm is smaller than Dijkstra, 
indicating that the smaller the average path length of the 
HRA algorithm network, the more stable the connectivity.

By comparing the routing time consumed by HRA algo-
rithm and Dijkstra algorithm, although the two routing 
algorithms have a similar growth trend when the network 

scale is expanded, it can be seen that the time consumed by 
the two algorithms is not in the same order of magnitude. 
Because Dijkstra algorithm has more search times, the time 
consumption is very high. The shorter the routing time, the 
faster the algorithm responds and the faster the data pro-
cessing. The HRA routing algorithm can effectively reduce 
routing time and increase data transmission speed.

Network throughput and network delay
Compare the network performance of HCDCN with 
Mesh and OWCells by using two indicators of network 

Fig. 7 Aggregate throughput of racks with different number of servers in HCDCN at different scales

Fig. 8 Average network path length under two algorithms

Fig. 9 Routing time under two algorithms
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throughput and network delay. Mesh is a regular grid 
topology, and the network throughput is described as 
the ratio of the actual network throughput between 
HCDCN and Mesh under two traffic modes. The experi-
ment selects uniform random traffic, and sets the aver-
age size of the data flow to 4Mb and 12Mb respectively. 
In the experiment, the source node and destination node 
of each data flow are randomly selected.

Set the traffic to 4Mb and increase the number of racks 
from 100 to 900. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the throughput 
of HCDCN is 1.8 times larger than Mesh on average. 
When the traffic increases to 12Mb, the actual through-
put of all three networks shows a large increase. For 
the three network structures, the throughput shows an 
increasing trend, that is the load has not yet reached the 
bottleneck of the network.

As shown in Fig. 11, when the traffic is 4Mb, the delay 
increases steadily with the increase of network size, 
and the gap between different networks increases with 
the increase of network size. When the traffic increases 
to 12Mb, the latency of the three networks increases 

correspondingly, but the HCDCN is still lower than the 
other two structures. Network delay is also called aver-
age data delay, which refers to the total time delay expe-
rienced by data from the source node to the destination 
node to receive information and confirm. The smaller the 
network delay, the faster the data transmission. Under 
the same scale, the delay of the HCDCN structure is the 
lowest, and the response is timely.

Conclusions
In order to improve the insufficient bandwidth and 
poor flexibility of the wired data center, as well as the 
low connectivity and routing efficiency of wireless data 
center network structure based on millimeter wave, 
when designing the data center network structure, this 
paper introduces a promising wireless communication 
alternative: wireless communication technology based 
on LED visible light. And wireless data center network 
topology HCDCN based on visible light communica-
tion is designed. Because the traditional server rack 

Fig. 10 Throughput under uniform random traffic

Fig. 11 Delay under uniform random traffic
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is insufficient in access, this paper first transforms 
the server rack, uses the hexahedral structure, places 
it in a honeycomb structure, and installs the rack top 
link on the top of the rack to increase the degree of 
the server node and improve the communication effi-
ciency. For this reason, a routing algorithm is designed 
to make the selection of regular links and random 
links more efficient in data transmission. Finally, the 
topological properties and network performance of 
HCDCN are evaluated through experiments, and the 
advantages of its algorithm in improving routing effi-
ciency and reducing delay are verified. The new wire-
less data center network based on visible light wireless 
communication technology proposed in this paper 
could largely alleviate the hot spot congestion of serv-
ers in large traffic data centers and provided higher 
bandwidth.
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